Word Shapes

Tongue Twister: Seven silly sheep slowly shuffled south.

At the bottom of the page is a list of words. Print the words in the empty boxes above. The shape of the word must match the shape of the boxes.

1. lose
2. through
3. aisle
4. desert
5. throw
6. dessert
7. isle
8. envelope
9. thorough
10. envelope
11. bazaar
12. bizarre
13. advise
14. advice
15. loose

1. Opposite of win.
2. From one end to another.
3. You can walk down one of these.
4. A hot and dry place.
5. To toss something.
6. Eat this at the end of a meal.
7. Another word for island.
8. Put a letter in one of these.
9. Complete and methodical.
10. To surround.
11. A Middle Eastern marketplace.
12. Peculiar.
13. To recommend.
14. A recommendation or suggestion.
15. Not tight.

BAZAAR      AISLE      ADVICE      THROUGH
BIZARRE     ISLE      ADVISE      THROW
ENVELOP     LOSE      DESERT      THOROUGH
ENVELOPE    LOOSE     DESSERT     DESSERT